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Approval of Agenda - R. Bransdorfer moved to approve the agenda, M. Wise seconded.

Approval of Minutes - M. Wise moved to approve the January 17th minutes, K. Temple seconded. MOTION PASSED.

Environmental Studies major - C. Gazis talked to the committee concerning her new program proposal for a BS Environmental Studies. Comments were made concerning the notation of which “or” course to take in the core for a particular specialization. C. Gazis agreed to change and resubmit.

BFA Theatre - S. Robinson distributed a change to his program based on the recommendation of the FSCC previously. The committee thanked him for changing the program.

Other curriculum proposal concerns - During the review of the proposals, the committee noted that several programs had hidden prerequisites.

The curriculum summary log due to be approved on January 31st will be voted on via email.

The next meeting will be February 7th, which will be strictly reviewing curriculum.